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Abstract

In this report the anisotropic elastoplastic behaviour of perforated sheet metal is investigated.
Due to the perforation, which consists of a large number of small rectangular holes positioned in a
regular pattern, the mechanical behaviour of the sheet is strongly anisotropic. All considerations
are confined to geometricallinarity (small displacements, rotations and strains).
A practical application of the above indicated problem, is the drawing process of shadow masks
used in colour television tubes. The shape of a flat mask after drawing approximately follows
the glass screen panel. From electron optical requirements both the shape and the position
of a hole with respect to the screen panel are important. Therefore the drawing process has
to be reproducible within relatively small tolerances. The prediction of the stress and strain
distribution over the sheet during the stretching part of the drawing process is the main goal to
be achieved in this report.
An outline of this report is given below.

In chapter 1 an overview of the general elastoplastic continuum theory is treated. This theory
is mainly based on [2]. The rank four continuum elastoplastic tensor is derived. Although this
(non-consistent) tensor is not very suitable in iterative solution procedures as used in finite ele
ment codes, it is often implemented in commercial FEM packages.
As a special case of the theory presented in chapter 1, chapter 2 deals with the one dimensional
theory. This theory is well suited to illustrate the basic ideas and methods in computational
elastoplastics. Further the theory forms the basis of the return mapping algorithm which is
developed for the problem under consideration. The numerical implementation in FEM is dis
cussed. The theory in chapter 2 is mainly based on the work of Simo (e.g. [10] and [11]).
In chapter 3 the elastoplastic behaviour of the shadow mask is investigated via numerical com
putations on a representive part of the sheet. The suitability of the anisotropic Hill criterion,
standard available in some commercial FEM packages, is examined.
In chapter 4 a new elastoplastic algorithm is presented. This algorithm is implemented in the
FEM package MARC.
In chapter 5 some numerical benchmarks with the new algorithm are carried out. The sheet
drawing on a double sided curved punch is hereby included. The main purpose of these examples
is to see whether numerical convergence can be obtained, rather then an extensive interpretation
and verification of the computed results.
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Chapter 1

General elastoplastic continuum
theory

1.1 Introduction

In this chapter the general elastoplastic continuum theory as discussed in [2] is shortly sum
marized. Successively the concepts of yield function, yield surface, plastic potential, flow rule
and hardening are presented. In section 1.5 all this subjects are used in the derivation of the
continuum elastoplastic tensor. This tensor, to which is often referred in literature, relates the
stress rate to the strain rate. The use of this tensor in FEM packages is not very suitable,
because of the bad convergence rate properties in iterative solution procedures. Nevertheless
this tensor is often used in commercial FEM packages (e.g. ANSYS). As a consequence a large
number of increments for obtaining convergence is needed (see e.g. [8],[10)).
In the next chapters use has been made of the theory presented here.

1.2 Yield function and yield surface

The yield function defines the elastic limits of a material under a three-dimensional state of
stress. This condition can generally be expressed as

F(u, m) = 0
rv

(1.1 )

Equation (1.1) can be interpreted as a surface in a nine-dimensional stress space and forms the
momentary yield surface. The column m contains momentary yield parameters which are a

rv

function of the deformation history. We may write

m = m('f/)
rv rv rv

(1.2)

where column 'f/ contains the history parameters (or internal variables), which may be of scalar,
rv

vector or tensor form. F(u ,m) is defined such that for elastic behaviour
rv

F(u, m) < 0
rv

(1.3)

For metals, an important experimental fact is that the yield surface in most cases has a convex
shape; the influence of hydrostatic pressure on yielding is small.
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1.3 Plastic potential, flow rule

For the development of a flow rule a potential expression is used. This plastic potential function
is a scalar function of the stress tensor u and the history parameters rt and may be written as

rv

g = g(u, rt)
rv

(1.4)

By differentiating the function g with respect to the stress components the" direction" of the
plastic strain rate tensor i P is obtained. The above mentioned operation is described by the
flow rule, which can be expressed as

i P = '7N (u, rt)
rv

(1.5)

The tensor N, defined by N = gg., specifies the direction of the plastic strain-rate whereas the
scalar '7 represents the magnitude of the plastic strain rate. For so-called associated flow the
plastic potential function g is the same as the yield function F, so

N (u, rt) = g~
rv

(1.6)

In this case the direction of the plastic strain rate is perpendicular on the current yield surface.
Since there is, in general, very little experimental evidence on plastic potential functions for
engineering materials the associated flow rule is applied predominantly to these materials for
practical reasons. Apart from its simplicity, the associated flow rule assures a unique solution
of the elastoplastic boundary-value problem (see e.g. [4]). From a numerical point of view,
the elastoplastic tensor 4Se

p which describes the constitutive relation between stress- and strain
rate, is symmetric only for the case of associated flow. The basic stability postulate of Drucker
also leads to the above mentioned associated flow.

1.4 Hardening

Increasing the stress beyond the initial yield surface produces both plastic and elastic deforma
tions. At each stage of plastic deformation, a new yield surface, called a subsequent yield surface,
is established. Two, frequently used, principally different descriptions of hardening behaviour
are isotropic and kinematic hardening.
For the isotropic hardening, it is assumed that the center of the yield surface remains stationary
in the stress space while the yield surface expands, due to work hardening. Under the kinematic
hardening, the yield surface does not change in size or shape, but the center of the yield surface
can move in stress space. Very often the material behaviour is represented by a combination of
isotropic - and kinematic hardening. The evolution of the subsequent yield surfaces is defined
with the changing of the history parameters in column m( rt). For a complete description of the

rv rv

hardening behaviour we need:

• the functional relation

(1.7)

• the evolution of rt via
rv

(1.8)
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The column 1 depends upon the choice of the history parameters. A possible choice for column
,..."

1] most commonly used is the effective plastic strain (1] has been reduced to a single scalar).
,..." ~

As an example the derivation of the corresponding column 1 will be shown below.
~

The effective plastic strain as history parameter
For this particular choice we can write

The effective plastic strain-rate may be defined by

kP= J~iP : i P

Multiplying (1.5) with itself and substituting (1.10) gives

. .j~iP : i P
kP

,- - -r====
- 2.j~N :N - 2.j~N :N

For 1 this results in
~

1= 2J!N: N,..." 6

1.5 Formulation of the elastoplastic tensor

(1.9)

(1.10)

(1.11)

(1.12)

In this section, a general constitutive equation for an elastoplastic strain-hardening material will
be derived in the form of

(1.13)

where 4Sep is a rank four elastoplastic stiffness tensor, which is a function of stress state and
loading history. Discretizing the forming proces in a finite number of timesteps, the rate formu
lation in (1.13) reduces to an incremental form in which the stress increment may be calculated
for a given strain increment. Besides the given relations in the previous sections, another expres
sion known as the consistency condition is introduced. After an increment in plastic loading,
the current state of the variables u and m which determine the yield function, is changed into

,..."

u + du and m + dm respectively. This new state must satisfy the subsequent yield function, so
,..." ~

( )

T
• &:F' &:F •

F = &u : u + &'!Z! 0 '!Z! = 0

3
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where 8 is an operator depending upon the contents of m.
rv

From (1.2) and (1.8) we find

( )T ()TGmT GmT

~= &~ 8ft= &~ 8}./Y

Substitution of (1.15) in (1.14) leads to

or

. 1 &""" •,- __..r_. 0'
- f, &0' •

with

In f, the hardening behaviour can be specified.

(1.15)

(1.16)

(1.17)

(1.18)

For the decomposition of the total strain rate g in an elastic and plastic part, two principal
methods are possible.

• Taking the elastic potential U = U (0', TJ) as the basis of calculating the derivative of the
rv

elastic strain with respect to time leads to

For the decomposition of the total strain rate g we can write

(1.19)

• The elastic part of the strain rate is defined by

The decomposition then becomes

(1.20)
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With the assumption that the elastic potential U is independent of the history parameters 'fJ,
f'V

both decompositions (1.19) and (1.20) are identical, so we can write

Substituting the decomposed strain in (1.13) we obtain

4Se
: (e - eP )

4Se : (e - iN)

Using (1.17) we find

,y = ~ &.1" • ~ = ~ &.1" • 4Se • (e - ,yN)
I ~ &CT • v ~ &CT • • I

This leads to

(1.21)

(1.22)

(~ + g~ :4S
e

: N h = g~ :4S
e

: e
From this we find

&.1" : 4Se
i - &CT • e

- ~ + g~ :4Se : N .

Substituting this result in (1.21) we finally get the elastoplastic constitutive relation between
the stress- and strain rate according to

(1.23)

(1.24)

The elastoplastic tensor 4Se
p is hereby defined as

&.1" .4Se
4Sep = 4Se _ 4Se : N &CT •

~ + g~ :4Se
: N

For perfect plasticity (no strain hardening) the scalar ~ becomes zero. This causes no problems
for the definition of 4SeP.

The evolution of the history parameter column r, = i I can be found from
f'V f'V

(1.25)
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Chapter 2

Formulation and numerical
implementation of one dimensional
plasticity

2.1 Introduction

As a special case ofthe theory described in the previous chapter, one dimensional plasticity will
be treated in this chapter. Although most ofthe physical problems cannot be described by the
one dimensional theory, the presented formulae remain relatively simple and are well suited to
illustrate the basic ideas and methods for more dimensional plasticity.
Furthermore the theory will turn out to be suitable in the development of the algorithm dis
cussed in chapter 4. In section 2.2 an expression for the tangent elastoplastic modulus is derived.
This modulus can be seen as a special form of the elastoplastic tensor described in chapter 1,
relating the incremental stress to the incremental strain.
In section 2.3 the governing equations of the one dimensional elastoplastic boundary value prob
lem are discussed. The weak formulation of this equations forming the basis for numerical
procedures like FEM will be treated.
In section 2.4 the integration algorithm for the constitutive model developed in section 2.2 is
discussed. The fundamental concept of the return mapping algorithm is introduced.
Section 2.5 deals with the spatial discretization of the problem followed by an approximation
with finite elements. The incremental solution procedure within the (implicit) FEM is discussed
in section 2.6. Finally in section 2.7 the so called algorithmic consistent modulus is introduced.
The theory presented in this chapter is mainly based on the work of Simo (see e.g. [10] and
[11]).

2.2 The tangent elastoplastic modulus for linear isotropic hard~.
enlng

Following the notations of chapter 1 we may write for the one dimensional yield function:

F((7,m) = 1(71- m

6
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where C5 is the stress and m the momentary yield parameter which is a function of the deformation
history. For linear hardening a possible choice for m may be

m = C5vo +KfP (2.2)

In this formulae CTvo is the initial yield stress, K the plastic modulus relating the stress to the
effective plastic strain which can be defined by

fP =JIEldt

Parameter m is now a function of only one internal variable, the effective plastic strain [P.

Performing the differentiation of (1.6) on (2.1) and substituting this result in (1.5) gives

where

i' > 0

(2.3)

sign(C5) {
+1 if C5 > 0
-1 if C5 < 0

Substituting (2.2) in (2.1) leads to

F(CT,m) = F(CT,fP) = 1C51- [avo +KfP]

Together with the choice for history parameter ij

iJ = fP = WI

with (1.18) it can be found

~= _ of.om = K
om 01]

From (1.22) it follows

. sign(C5 )E .
1= (E + K) £

and with (1.23) we find

. { EE if i' = 0
C5 = EK' if -V > 0

(E+K) £ I

The quantity

EK
(E+K)

is referred to as the tangent elastoplastic modulus.

7
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2.3 The elastoplastic Boundary Value Problem

2.3.1 The local form of the BVP

Consider a one-dimensional body, e.g. a tension bar with a cross section of unity, on domain
n = [0, L]. A particle is labeled by the position x E n. It is assumed that the displacement
and stress fields are as smooth as needed.
Prescribed boundary conditions may be of the form

u(x = 0)

u(x = L)

The equilibrium condition for any point yields

d
dx u +pb = 0

(2.5)

(2.6)

where p is the density and b the body force. Equation (2.6), along with the boundary conditions
(2.5) defines the boundary value problem (BVP) provided that the stress, u(x), is a known
function of the (kinematically admissible) displacement field. Equation (2.6) is called the local
or strong form of the BVP.
The stress field is related to the strain field by the non linear elastoplastic constitutive rate
relation described in the previous section. For this reason the displacement u at any point
x E n, can be seen as the basic independent variable.

2.3.2 The weak formulation of the BVP

The local form of the BVP is not well suited for a numerical solution by finite element methods.
It proves more convenient to consider the weak form of the BVP. The weak form is obtained by
premultiplying equation (2.6) with an arbitrary admissible weighting function w(x) followed by
an integration by parts over the domain n, so

fL du
io w(dx +pb)dx =

fL du fL
io dx wdx + io pbwdx

1
L

dw IL 1L

- u-
d

dx + uw + pbwdx = 0
o x 0 0

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

Application of boundary conditions w(O) = 0 and u(L) = 0-

l L

u ~:dx =1L

pbwdx +o-w(x = L)

This is called the weak formulation because it imposes lower order differentiability requirements
on the solution than the original strong form.
The basic problem is to find the kinematically admissible displacement field u(x) such that
equation (2.9) is satisfied.

8



(2.10)

2.4 Integration algorithm for rate independent plasticity

2.4.1 Problem description

The problem to be adressed in this section may be stated as follows.

Let x E n = [0, L] be a given point in the body obeying the constitutive model described
in section 2.2. This point corresponds typically to an integration point of a finite element.

11 Assume that the local state of the body at point x E Q and current time, say tn,
is completely defined, so fn(X), f~(X), "7n(x) are known and from this the stress
state O"n(x) via O"n(x) = E(fn(x) - f~(X))

iii From a given total strain increment at x E n, say .6.f(X), which drives the state to
time tn+l = tn + .6.t, the variables mentioned above have to be updated.

As stated before the displacement u, and with this the total strain f, are the basic independent
variables. The integration of the elastoplastic constitutive relations takes place at specific points
of the body. These points correspond to the quadrature or integration points of a finite element.

2.4.2 The return mapping algorithm

In this section the fundamental concept of the return mapping algorithm is introduced. Although
for one-dimensional plasticity the relations between stress and strain derived in section 2.2 can
be used directly, a more generalized formulation is usefull in order to illustrate the concepts used
in more-dimensional plasticity. For one dimensional plasticity with linear isotropic hardening
the constitutive relations introduced in the previous sections are summarized:

i. Elastic stress - strain relations
0" = E( f - fP)

u. Flow rule
i.P = 'tsign(O")

iii. Isotropic hardening law

iJ= WI
iv. Yield condition

F(O","7) = 10"1- (O"vo +K"7):$ 0
v. Complementary conditions

't~0, F(O",m):$O, 'tF(O",m)=O

According to [7] the integration algorithm for updating the variables should satisfy three basic
requirements: (a) consistency with the constitutive relations of first-order accuracy; (b) numer
ical stability and (c) incremental plastic consistency. Conditions (a) and (b) are needed for
attaining convergence of the numerical solution as the time step becomes vanishingly small.
Condition (c) is the numerical counterpart of the plastic consistency condition.
The"classical" return mapping algorithms, which are frequently used in commercial FEM pack
ages, are often based on an Euler backward integration scheme. The general form of this scheme
looks like

(2.11)

9



(2.12)

By application of (2.10) we can bring the constitutive model into an incremental form:

z. O"n+l = E(fn+l - f~+l) with fn+l = fn + ~fn

ZZ. f~+l = f~ +~/sign(O"n+l) with ~/ = i'n+l~t

ZZZ. 1]n+l = 1]n +~/

iv. Fn+l = 100n+ll- (O"vo + J(1]n+l) ~ 0
v. ~/ 2: 0, Fn+l ~ 0

Observe that ~fn is the independent given variable. When during an incremental step the
behaviour is assumed to be elastic, we speak of a so called trial increment or elastic predictor.

i. 0";;~11 = E( fn+l - f~) = O"n + E~f }
.• ptria! p
zz. f n +1 = f n

iii ntrial - n. "/n+l - 'm
iv -rtrial _I".triall_ (0" + J(n ). .rn+l - Vn+l va 'm

(2.13)

(2.14)

The trial state is determined solely in terms of the initial conditions (fn , fh, 1]n) and the given
strain increment, ~fn. This trial state may not, and in general will not, correspond to any
actual physically admissible state unless the increment is pure elastic.
The following situations are possible:

• F n ~ 0
:Ftrial < 0

n+l -
The point under consideration remains in the elastic state. The trial state is the solution
of the incremental problem.

• F n < 0
:Ftrial > 0

n+l
There will be a transition from the elastic stress state to the plastic one.

• F n = 0
:Ftrial> 0

n+l
The point under consideration remains in the plastic state or intersects the elastic region
after which the plastic state is reached again.

The final stress O"n+l can be expressed in terms of 0";;~11 and ~/.

Equation (2.12h may be written as

0"n+l = E (fn+l - f~+I) = E (fn+l - f~) - E (f~+l - f~)

With (2.13h and (2.12)2 we find

trial A E' ( )O"n+l = O"n+l - L.J./ SIgn O"n+l

Rewriting (2.14) as

100n+llsign(O"n+I) = 100;;~~llsign(0";;~~I) - ~/Esign(O"n+I)

or

{I I+ A E}' ( ) I triall' (trial)O"n+l u/ SIgn O"n+l = O"n+I SIgn O"n+l

10



Since .6.1 ~ 0 and E > 0 the term within brackets is necessarily positive, so

• ( ) • (trial)sIgn 0"n+1 = sIgn 0"n+1

Along with the condition

100n+11 + .6.I E = 10";;~~11

we find with (2.12)4 and (2.13)4

F n+1 = 10";;~~11_ t::..IE - (O"vo +K1]n+1)

= 10";;~~11_ .6.I E - (O"vo +K1]n) - K(1]n+1 - 1]n)

F~~~l - .6./ (E + K)

Because F n+1 = 0, we find

;:trial
A n+l 0
til = (E +K) >

The complete return mapping algorithm now looks like

1. From a given strain increment it follows: En+I = En + .6.E
2. Compute elastic trial stress and test for plastic loading

(2.15)

O"trial
n+l

;:trial
n+l

E(En +1 - E~)

10";;~~11_ (O"vo +K1]n)

IF ;:trial < 0 THENn+l -
elastic step: set (. )n+l = (. )~-i11 EXIT

ELSE
plastic step: proceed to step 3

ENDIF
3. Return mapping

;:trial
n+l 0

(E+K) >
= O"trial _ .6.'\' Esign(O"trial)n+l I n+l

= E~ + .6./ sign( O";;~~l)

= 1]n +.6.1

2.5 Spatial discretization, finite element approximation

The domain n = [0, L] is discretized into a sequence of nel non-overlapping elements

nel

ne = [X e , Xe+I], n = Une

e=I

11



where Xl = 0 and Xne!+l = L
Within each element an approximation of a variable, e.g. the displacement u of an arbitrary
material point, is performed by interpolation between the nodal values. The number of interpo
lation polynomials is equal to the number of element nodes nnd.

The approximation for the displacement u(x) within element e may be written as

nnd

ue(x) = u(x)Jne =~Na(x)u~ = NT u e
~ f".Jf".J

a=l

where Na(x) is the element interpolation polynoom or shape function associated with node a
and where u~ stands for the displacement of node a. The column representation is defined by

[NI ( x) ... Nnnd ( X )]

[u~ ... u~ ]
nd

Some basic requirements of the interpolation functions are shortly summarized. In e.g. [1] a
more extensive overview is given.

• continu in the material coordinates

• consistency, e.g.

Na(Xb) = Dab with a,b = 1,2, ... nnd

• uniqueness, e.g. on every time t n one material coordinate corresponds to one position
vector

• compatibility between the elements

• fysical requirements: rigid body displacements and homogeneous deformations must be
possible

According to the Galerkin method the interpolation polynomials for the displacements u(x) and
for the weighting functions w( x) are chosen equally, so

nnd

we(x) = w(x)lne =~ Na(x)w~ = NT weL...J f".Jf".J

a=l

where w~ is the function value at node a and we is defined by
f".J

Writing the weak formulation (2.9) in discretized form

1£ dw
a-dx =

o dx

12



Introducing

1
dN(x)
~ a(x)dx

(2e x

he pb!!-(X)dx

as local internal and external load vectors respectively, we can write

nel . nel
""' weT fe

tnt = ""' weT feext + aw(x = L)
L..-t f'.,J r"V L..-t rv rv

e e

With u and w denoted as the global counterparts of the local u e and we, respectively, e.g.
rv f'.J rv rv

u T
[UI .•. un ]

'"
wT

[WI .•• wn ]
'"

where n is the total number of nodes in the assembly, equation (2.9) can be written as

wT[pint(a) _ pext] = 0
'" '" '"

(2.16)

The global columns pint and pext are computed by the assembly process formally represented
'" '"by

e=1

nel
where A is the standard finite element assembly operator and (J is a column containing the

'"e=1

dynamical boundary conditions. Since (2.16) holds for all admissible w, we may write

pint(a) _ pext = 0
'" '" '"

which is the discrete counterpart of the equilibrium equations.

For the strain we may write

With

13
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it follows

dNT(x)
e() "-' et X = U

dx "-'

Because a e( x) is a function of teex), the same gradients of interpolation functions are used when
the stress is computed from the nodal displacements.
The stress within an element ne is calculated only at discrete points, the so called quadrature
or integration points.

2.6 Incremental solution procedure

Assume that at time t = t n the body is in equilibrium, so that the stress field an satisfies

Fint(an ) _ F ext = 0
f""o.J """";n"""'"

The associated displacement field is Un' Now consider an incremental load (b..bn , b..O"n) so that

bn+! = bn + b..bn , O"n+! = O"n + b..O"n

is the loading at t n+! E [0, T], which defines a discrete external load vector Fext
.

"-'n+l
The problem can now be stated as follows.

Find b..un , the updated displacement field un+! = Un + b..un+l, the updated internal variables
(t~+l' 'l7n+!), and the stress field On+! (at integration points of ne ) such that:

1. Fint(an+!) - F ext = 0 (Equilibrium)
"-' "-'n+l "-'

ii. The constitutive equations (2.10) hold.

The solution to the above described problem is obtained by an iterative solution procedure which
proceeds as follows. Let (. )~~l be the value of a variable (.) at the k-th iteration during the
loadstep in [tn, tn+l]'
Accordingly,

i. Let b.. U (k) be the column of incremental nodal displacements at the k- th iteration, and let
""n+l

u(k) = U + b..u(k) be the column of total nodal displacements.
""n+l ""n ""n+l

The strain field on an element may be computed from t~~l = !tT
~el~~l

where Be (for one dimensional two node elements) is defined according to
""eT

_ [ d e d e]£ - dxNI' dx N 2

ii. From the given strain field, at each integration point the stress a~~l
is computed by means of the return mapping algorithm.

int

III The internal force vector fe is computed and the assemblage of all elements is carried out.
"-'

IV. In order to terminate the iterative procedure a convergence check is made to see whether
the equilibrium condition is satisfied with sufficient accuracy.

v. Determine b.. U(k+!), and repeat the same procedure starting at step i
""n+l

for the next iteration.
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The last step, the determination of ~u(k+!) (step v), can be performed by linearization of
"'n+l

t nt
( (J'~~I) about the current state, defined by U~~I' We may write

nel

A
e=1

(~uel(k+l) _~uel (k)) dx =
'" n+l '" n+l

e=1
(2.18)

In (2.18) the term between brackets is also called the algorithmic consistent element stiffness
matrix so

(2.19)

The global algorithmic consistent stiffness matrix at time in+! and iteration (k) is found after
the assembly operation and may be written as

e=1
(2.20)

Replacing the equilibrium equation (2.17) with the linear approximation leads to

[
pint((J'(k) ) _ pext ] + ]((k) (~u(k+!) _ ~ u (k) ) = 0
'" n+l "'n+l -n+l "'n+l "'n+l '"

An explicit expression for ~ u (HI) is now achieved via
"'n+l

~U (HI) =~U (k) _ []((k) ] -1 [pint( (1(k) ) _ pext ]
"'n+l "'n+l -n+l '" n+l "'n+l

(2.21)

(2.22)

Use of this formula in the solution scheme i-v, results in a procedure equivalent to the classical
full Newton Raphson method. The disadvantage of this method is that every iteration the
stiffness matrix ]( has to be updated. The advantage is the quadratic convergence rate property
which allows relatively large incremental steps.
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2.7 The algorithmic consistent modulus for isotropic harden-.
lng

The only thing which, at this moment, not has been discussed is the determination of the term

(2.23)

Expression (2.23) is referred to as the algorithmic consistent modulus. By making use of the
formulae of the return mapping algorithm discussed in the previous section it is possible to

derive a closed-form expression for C~~l'

For clarity, from now on, the superindex (k) is omitted. All variables at increment (n) are
assumed to be known, so they can be considered as constants in the derivation. From step 2 we
obtain:

aatrial
n+l = E

aEn+l

Using these results and differentiating the first formula in step 3 leads to

1 aF.trial 1 alatriall
n+1 _ -:-=-:---=-:-:- _-;::-n-,-,+c..:1,-

(E +K) aEn+l (E +K) aEn+l

E '1---sign(atrza
)

E + K n+l

From the second formula in step 3 it follows

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

Finally, the algorithmic consistent constitutive equation (2.26) is differentiated with respect to
En +l by making use of the chain rule along with relations (2.24) and (2.25). We then obtain

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)
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By comparing (2.29) and (2.4) it can be concluded that for the one dimensional problem, the
algorithmic consistent modulus coincides with the continuum elastoplastic tangent modulus.
However, this result does not hold in higher dimensions. For large time steps the consistent
moduli may differ significantly from the tangent one. When the time step becomes infinitesmally
small the consistent and tangent moduli coincide. Compared to the algorithm based on the
tangent elastoplastic tensor, in higher dimensions a consistent integration algorithm exhibits a
quadratic rate of convergence (see e.g. [8], [11]). This results in an important reduction in CPU
time.
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Chapter 3

The anisotropic elastoplastic
behaviour of perforated sheet metal

3.1 Introduction

The problem under consideration is the description of the mechanical behaviour of a sheet metal,
perforated with holes of rectangular shape under biaxial tension stress. The holes are small com
pared to the dimension of the sheet. This biaxial stress state typically exhibits in sheet metal
drawing processes. A practical application of the above outlined problem, is the all side drawing
process of shadow masks used in colour television tubes. During this process a fully clamped
thin sheet metal is drawn over a double curved punch which has approximately the shape of the
television screen. A part of the perforated sheet metal under consideration is shown in fig.3.1.
It is assumed that the holes are aligned in a regular pattern across the sheet.
Because of the small dimensions of the holes (one shadow mask may contain over hundred
thousand holes) it is necessary to replace a part of the sheet geometry containing a pattern of
holes by a new element, from now on called a macro element, which exhibits the same global
elastoplastic stress- strain relations. The size of the macro element depends upon the accuracy
requirements imposed by the calculations of the drawing process.
Besides by the material properties of the sheet metal, the stress- strain relations of the macro
element are directly determined by the shape, dimension and location of the holes in the sheet.
In a reversed way from a given deformation of the macro element (due to loading coming from
the drawing process) the deformation of the hole pattern which is covered by the macro element
can be studied.
In the following discussion it is assumed that the strains on the global level remain small.
However, the strains on the local level may be considerably higher. Due to a particular strain
distribution high strains are found e.g. in the horizontal bridge between two holes. In the elasto
plastic calculations which were carried out, only the geometrical linear case is considered. The
local geometrical non linearities are assumed to be of small importance for the global mechanical
behaviour.
Via FEM calculations on micro level, the global elastoplastic behaviour is investigated. Taking
into account the symmetry in deformation (which is a priory known for the biaxial tension case)
it turns out that only a small part of the geometry characterizes the sheet metal with holes
completely. The advantage now, is that it is possible to perform the calculations on micro level
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in a rather detailed way within reasonable computing time. Little variations in e.g. the hole
shape can be taken into account.
The deformation of almost the entire shadow mask area can be described by the biaxial stress
state sufficiently. However, inherent to the way the shadow mask is clamped, on some local
areas (e.g. in the corners) some shear deformation does exsist. For this reason the elastoplastic
relations between shear stress and shear strain are included providing a complete plane stress
description. Hereby it is assumed that the plastic shear strains are sufficiently small to have no
significant influence on the momentary yield surface.
The elastic behaviour is relatively simple to investigate. Because of the principle of superposi
tion, only two calculations are necessary to describe the global elastic behaviour under biaxial
tension completely. For the in plane shear stress state a third calculation is carried out. This
will be discussed in section 3.2.
Section 3.3 deals with the elastoplastic behaviour which is much more complicated. When, from
micro level calculations, the global elastoplastic behaviour is known, the next step is to establish
a set of constitutive relations which can be implemented in the FEM code. The anisotropic
initial yield surface has to be defined by an appropriate yield function. Also the development
of the yield surface under biaxial loading has to be investigated in order to come to correct
functional relations for the evolution of the relevant internal variables.
In subsection 3.3.1 the initial yield surface of the sheet metal with holes is numerically investi
gated using the FEM mesh for calculations on micro level. The evolution of the yield surface
due to strain hardening will be discussed in section 3.3.2.
In a number of commercial FEM packages (e.g. MARC, ANSYS, ABAQUS) the anisotropic
Hill function with isotropic hardening is available as a standard material property option. In
subsection 3.3.3 this yield criterion is discussed. It will be shown that this criterion cannot be
used for the problem under consideration.

3.2 Elastic behaviour

In fig.3.2 the deformed geometry under biaxial tension is shown. This result is verified in earlier
FEM calculations (see [9]). Because of the symmetry in deformation a relative small part of the
sheet metal characterizes the mechanical behaviour completely and is used for FEM meshing
as shown in the figure. Apart from the boundary conditions (indicated in the figure), a set of
constraint equations is applied to couple specific degrees of freedom. The deformed geometry
due to shear loading together with the characterizing FEM mesh are shown in fig.3.3.
The material properties of the elements within the mesh are assumed to be isotropic. Anisotropic
effects induced by e.g. a rolling process, can be neglected compared to these induced by the
holes in the given geometry. This isotropic properties are obtained from a simple tension test.
The plastic properties, discussed in the next section, are obtained from the same tension test.
In fig.B.1 some experimental data points (marked with "x") and the fitted stress-strain curve
are shown.
Using the FEM meshes of fig.3.2 and fig.3.3 the global elastic constitutive relations between
stress and strain can be computed. For the sheet metal mainly loaded in its plane, a plane stress
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situation is evident. With respect to an orthogonal basis indicated in the figures, we may write

In these relations five independent material parameters appear:

being the moduli of elasticity, Poisson constants and shear modulus respectively. This material
parameters must describe the global elastic behaviour of the FEM mesh completely. All param
eters can be determined numerically with the FEM meshes of fig.3.2 and fig.3.3. The global
stresses and strains can be defined as

Ux
Ex =-,

Ix
Uy

Ey =
Iy

Here U x and u y are the displacements of the node where the forces Fx and Fy are applied. The
thickness of the sheet is given by t while the global lengths of the mesh are denoted by Ix and
Iy respectively. Now the global elastic material parameters can be defined as

Because of the orthotropic character of the sheet metal under consideration (see [9]) the five
independent material parameters can be reduced to four, due to the relation

V yx _ l/xy

Ex E y

Under pure biaxial tension the holes in the sheet metal do not change in orientation. In this case
no shearstress (jxy exsists and GXY is of no importance. Now only three independent parameters
are to be determined. Alternatively the material parameters can be determined experimentally
by performing tension tests on strips taken out from the sheet metal in the principal directions.
However, a practical test to determine Gxy is in general difficult to perform.

3.3 Elastoplastic behaviour

3.3.1 Numerical determination of initial yield surface

In order to determine the initial yield surface (on a global level), elastoplastic computations are
performed on the FEM meshes discussed in the previous section. The size of the initial yield
surface depends upon the definition of the global yield stress. In one-dimensional plasticity
several definitions of the yield stress exsist. In standard tensile test, the R pO.01 , R pO.2 or Rpl.o
definitions are commonly used. In these definitions the yield stress is defined as the stress which
brings about a plastic strain of the test probe of 0.01%, 0.2% or 1.0% respectively.
For more-dimensional plasticity the definition of the yield stress is more complicated. In the
most commonly used yield criteria (Von Mises for isotropic and Hill for anisotropic behaviour)
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yielding starts when the effective stress is equal to the momentary yield stress. For practically
determining the yieldstress a small measurable effective plastic strain has to be defined. When,
due to a certain stress state, this effective plastic strain is reached, yielding is supposed to occur.
In the following discussion the yield stress is defined as the stress state which brings about an
effective plastic strain of 0.2%. This effective plastic strain is defined as the sum of the absolute
values of the individual strain components. Assuming that the shear strains are small and their
effect on the momentary yield surface can be neglected, the effective plastic strain may be defined
by

(3.1)

The set of stress states (all combinations of CTx and CTy) resulting in an effective plastic strain of
0.2% constitutes the initial yield surface. Because the biaxial tension stress state is dominating,
only the first quadrant of the CTx - CTy stress space is of importance.
The elastoplastic computations are performed by the FEM program MARC [6]. The elastic
material properties of the elements within the mesh are assumed to be isotropic. For the plastic
material properties an isotropic hardening behaviour is assumed based upon the Ludwig-Nadai
function which fits the experimentally obtained data from uniaxial tension tests. The function
yields

were C is the characteristic deformation resistence, fa the effective offset strain and n the
hardening exponent. The fit for the here used basic isotropic material is shown in fig.B.!.
A point of the global yield surface is found from an increasing biaxial loading of the mesh,
holding the stress ratio ;~ (calculated on global level) constant. The stress state corresponding
to the effective 0.2% plastic strain forms the point we are looking for. The yield surface is
constructed from a number of points (in the figure denoted with "x") found from an equal
number of calculations each having a different stress ratio a

y
• When the 0.2% plastic strain

ax
limit is reached, the computation is automatically terminated.
The initial yield surface found in the way as described above, is shown in fig.3.4. The shape is
rectangular containing a very sharp corner. The plastic strain component E~ is, according to the
expectations, even for large ratios of ;~ strongly dominating in equation (3.1). Only for values
of ;: > 5, the stress CTy reaches a value resulting in a strain E~ which has some contribution in
equation (3.1).
The same calculations are made on a FEM mesh where the sharp transitions of the holes are
rounded off. This mesh with its initial yield surface is shown in fig.3.5. Compared to fig.3.4,
the corner in the yield surface is a bit less sharp. In the x-direction both the elastic modulus
and yield stress are increased (ca. 20% and 9% respectively). The change of the corresponding
values in y-direction may be neglected.

3.3.2 Subsequent yield surface due to strain hardening

The change in yield surface due to a certain loading history is investigated in the way described
below. The used method is illustrated in the CTx - CTy stress space shown in fig.3.6.
As an example the above mentioned investigation is applied to the mesh of fig.3.2. At a constant
ratio a

y the loading is increased up to a certain level of plastic deformation. A certain stress state,
ax

say point A, is reached. Next the loading is released and in a few increments the unloaded state
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O. The yield surface only

is reached, that is no external stresses are present (internal residual stresses may be present).
Point 0 is reached. From now on this initial loading and unloading is referred to as the hardening
cyclus.
From this unloaded state calculations as described in subsection 3.3.1 are made in order to
determine the new yield surface. In fig.3.6 this is illustrated by the lines B, C, D and E finally
resulting in a subsequent yield surface. The results can roughly be classified into three groups.
Each group is defined by a certain range of hardening cycli1 .

• Hardening cyclus with stress ratio :~ ~ 5.
There is only plastic straining in x-direction, so E~#O,

expands in x-direction.

• Hardening cyclus with stress ratio :~ 2: 14.
Now there is only a plastic straining in y-direction, so E~ = 0, E~#O. The yield surface
only expands in y-direction.

• Hardening cyclus with stress ratio 5 < ~ < 14.ax
Plastic straining occurs both in x- and y-direction, so E~#O, E~#O. The yield surface
expands both in x- and y-direction.

From the calculations it turned out that for strains up to ca. 2 % the yield surface keeps approx
imately its rectangular shape. For larger strains, differences from the rectangular shape increase
and may result in unacceptable inaccuracies. As an example two new yield surfaces, each one
resulting from a certain hardening cyclus, are shown in fig.3. 7. Yet the following conclusions
can be drawn:

The strain components E~ and E£ (defined on global level) are forming a set of history parameters
by which the hardening behaviour is described. Expansion of the yield surface in x- and/or y
direction is determined only by the plastic strain component in the corresponding direction. In
other words, the hardening behaviour in x-direction only depends on f~ and that in y-direction
only on E~.

Because of this decoupling in hardening behaviour the plastic moduli, computed from uniaxial
tension tests, can be used directly for describing the hardening due to biaxial tension.

3.3.3 Hill yield criterion with isotropic hardening

A relatively simple yield function that can capture orthotropy in the strength properties has
been proposed by Hill [5] as an extension of the Von Mises criterion. When the axis of the
xyz-coordinate system coincide with the axes of orthotropy, the yield function is given by

F(a,m) = F(O'y - O'z? +G(O'z - O'x)2 +H(O'x - O'y)2

+2LO';z +2MO';x + 2NO';y - 1

with F, G, H, L, M and N as material constants which can be determined experimentally. As
history parameter m a reference stress O'v is introduced, the function can be represented by the

1 Because of the limited number of investigated points on the yield surface, the accuracy of the given values
for this classification, has to be accepted with some reserve. Further it is emphasized that these values are only
valid for the particular mesh under consideration.
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expression

F(u, m) al(O'Y - O'z)2 + a2(O'z - O'x)2 + a3(O'x - O'y)2

+3a40';z +3asO';x +3a60'';y - 20'; (3.2)

(3.3)

_ 2 ( O'v )2a6 - - --
3 XY

in which the material parameters F, G, H, L, M and N have been replaced by the dimensionless
constants al, ... , a6. For linear isotropic hardening O'v can be written as

O'v = (jvo + KEF

in which (jvo stands for the effective initial yield stress, K the plastic modulus and fP the effective
plastic strain. The effective plastic strain can be defined as

f"£'= it Edt

For the definition of the effective plastic strain rate Ef the second invariant of the strain rate
tensor (E2 ) is generally used according to

f.P= J~E2
The constants al, • •. ,a6 are material dependent and can be described by

= (O'V)2+(O'V)2_(O'V?
Y z X

(O'V? + (O'V)2 _ (O'V?
z X y

(O'V)2 + (O'V)2 _ (O'V)2
X Y Z

2( O'v 2 2 O'v 2
3" y Z), as = 3"( ZX) ,

The parameters X, Y and Z represents the yield values in the x, y, z direction respectively. YZ,
ZX and XY are the shear yield values of the corresponding shear stresses. For the determination
of aI, ••• ,a6 the initial choice of O'v is arbitrary. This initial value directly determines the value
of aI, ..• ,a6 , it does not affects the size and shape of the yield surface. For convenience the
isotropic initial yield stress may be substituted for O'v.
During work hardening the yield values and O'v are changing strictly proportional. For this
reason aI, ... ,a6 remain constant while the size (radius) of the yield surface expands (equation
3.2).
For X = Y = Z and Y Z = ZX = XY = Js we have complete isotropy and equation (3.2)
reduces to the Von Mises criterion.

F(u,m) = (O'y - O'z)2 + (O'z - O'x)2 + (O'x - O'y)2

+6(0';z +O';x +O'';y) - 20'; (3.4)

The six yield values may be determined from three uniaxial tension tests in the direction of
the principal axes of anisotropy and three shear tests. Especially the shear tests are in practice
extremely difficult to perform.
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Plane stress

In the case of plane stress (3.2) reduces to

F(u, m) = (a2 + a3)0"; + (al + a3)0"; - 2a30"xO"y + 3a60";y - 20";

while for complete isotropy (3.4) becomes

F(u, m) = 20"; + 20"; - 20"xo"y +60";y - 20";

(3.5)

(3.6)

In pure biaxial tension the shear stress 0"xy is zero, so only the values of aI, a2 and a3 have to
be known. This makes it necessary to determine the values of X, Y and Z. Because (inherent to
the plane stress situation) the dimension in z-direction is small, it is in general very difficult to
perform a tensile test in this direction in order to determine the yield stress Z. Therefore it is
easier to determine aI, a2, a3 directly by performing three tensile tests with different combina
tions of o"x and O"y resulting in three equations and three unknowns. A practical complication is
the necessity of being able to perform biaxial tension tests. From aI, a2, a3 the values of X,Y
and Z are easily found with the inverse relations of (3.4).
For the given values of X = 30 Njmm2 and Y = 150 Njmm2 (keeping O"xy = 0) the effect of
Z on the yield surface is shown in fig.3.8. In this figure the plane stress Hill function is shown
graphically in the o"x - O"y plane stress space for various values of Z around the value

(3.7)

This particular value of Z is obtained by substituting i' o"x and ~;' O"y for o"x and O"y respectively
in the isotropic plane stress equation (3.6). By comparing the now obtained equation with (3.5)
it follows that

0"2
a3 = __v_

X*Y
which leads with (3.4h to the expression2 for Z.
From fig.3.8 it becomes clear that a little variaton of Z has a strong influence on the shape of the
yield surface. When the size and shape of the yield surface is known, the value of Z is uniquely
determined. In a reversed way the value of Z can be used as a variable to fit the yield surface
through a number of known points in stress space.
To see the change in yield surface caused by planar anisotropy compared to the isotropic yield
surface, the yield stress X is varied from 30 Njmm2 to 150 Njmm2 hereby holding Y at a
constant level of 150 Njmm2 • For every X the value of Z is calculated according to formula
(3.7). In fig.3.9 the corresponding five subsequent yield surfaces in the plane stress situation
(holding 0"xy = 0) is shown. For X = Y = 150 N j mm2 the isotropic yield surface is reached.
When the shear stress O"xy is present, the size of the yield surface decreases as illustrated in
fig.3.10.
By comparing the shape of the Hill yield surfaces with the rectangular shape described in
section 3.3.2, it may be clear that the Hill yield function is not suitable for the problem under
consideration, even when the value of Z is used as fitting variable. A new constitutive model
has to be established.

2The background of the procedure followed above is that the anisotropy is taken into account by assuming an
isotropic material that "feels" the stresses in x- and y direction in a ratio corresponding to the anisotropic yield
parameters X and Y.
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3.4 Figures

Figure 3.1: Perforated sheet metal
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Figure 3.2: Deformed geometry at biaxial tension with corresponding FEM mesh
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Figure 3.3: Deformed geometry at shear loading with corresponding FEM mesh
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Figure 3.4: Initial yield surface of the mesh of fig.3.2
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Figure 3.5: Mesh with rounded transition and corresponding initial yield surface
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Figure 3.6: Determination of a subsequent yield surface
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Figure 3.9: The effect of planar anisotropy on the yield surface
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Chapter 4

A constitutive model for the
problem under consideration

4.1 Introduction

In section 4.2.the plane stress return mapping algorithm for the anisotropic sheet is derived.
The basis of the algorithm is already demonstrated by the one dimensional theory presented in
chapter 2. Because of the approximation of the hardening behaviour by linear functions, explicit
expressions for the unknown plastic strains can be achieved. The components of the algorithmic
elastoplastic matrix, necessary in the iterative solution procedure in FEM, also can be computed
from explicit expressions. Furthermore, thanks to the linear hardening approximation, conver
gence within an increment is obtained in one iteration. This all makes the computations on the
in plane loaded sheet very effective, resulting in a minimum amount of computing time. Finally
in section 4.4 some aspects of the new algorithm are discussed.

4.2 The plane stress return mapping algorithm

In subsection 3.3.2 it is observed that for small strains (up to ca.2%) the yield surface keeps
approximately its rectangular shape after strain hardening. The change of yield stresses in x
and y-direction are mainly determined by f~ and f~ respectively. Another important fact is
that the shear deformation in almost the entire shadow mask area is very small. It is therefore
assumed that the shear strains do not influence the yield surface in crx - cry stress space.
From this results the idea arised to split up the evolution of the yield surface into three one
dimensional yield functions. A function Fx which describes the yield stress and its evolution
in x-direction, a function F y describing that in y-direction and a function F xy for shearing.
Choosing 1]x = If~l, 1]y = If~1 and 1]xy = If~yl as internal variables we may write

F x Fx(crx ,1]x) ~ 0
F y F y(cry,1]y) ~ 0
F xy F xy(crxy ,1]xy) ~ 0

The elastocplastic behaviour is now described by three simple one dimensional plasticity models.
In the corresponding algorithm consistency requirements of F x , F y and Fxylead to algebraic
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equations from which the plastic strains E~, E~ and E~y can be calculated. For the evolution of
this variables linear function are chosen resulting in the following definitions

F x 100xl- (O"xo + K x 1]x)

F y 100yi - (O"yO + K y1]y)

F xy 100xyl- (O"xyO +K xy1]xy)

In these formulae O"xO, O"yO and O"xyO are the initial yield stresses while K x , K y and K xy are
constants which can be found from fitting stress-strain curves in the corresponding directions
(see appendix B). With the theory presented in chapter 2 as a basis, the algorithm for the
problem under consideration can be derived as described below.

For the stress O"x on increment (n+l) we can write

Define

O"trial - Ex (E - EP ) + I/
xy

E
x (E - EP ) }Xn+l - (1-l/xyl/yx) Xn+l Xn (1-l/xyl/yx) Yn+l Yn

A'Yx = (1]xn+l - 1]xn) = (E~n+l - E~n )sign(0";;:.+11 ) ~ 0

A'Yy = (1]Yn+l -1]Yn) = (E~n+l - E~n)sign(O"~:i+i) ~ 0

Substituting (4.2) into (4.1) gives

trial A [ Ex ]. (trial) A [ vxyEx ]. (trial)
O"xn+l = O"Xn+l - 'Yx (1 _ VxyV

yx
) sIgn O"Xn+l - 'Yy (1 _ VxyV

yx
) sIgn O"Yn+l

The yield function on increment (n+l) is given by

F Xn+1 = 100Xn+ll- (O"xo + K X1]xn+l)

Substituting (4.3) into (4.4) gives

F Xn+1 IO"::~~ 1- (O"xo + Kx"lxn) - K X(1]xn+l -1]xn )

A Ex A ~yEx
-U'Yx - u'Yy

(1 - VxyVyx ) (1 - VxyVyx )

Define the trial yield function as

Ftrial = 100triaii _ (0" +K '11 )
Xn+l Xn+l xO X'/Xn

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

Substituting (4.6) in (4.5) finally results in a linear equation with unknowns A'Yx and A'Yy (all
strains on increment n are known)

:F Ftrial A( Ex ) vxyEx
Xn+l = Xn+l - 'Yx (1 _ ) + K x - A'Yy (1 _ ) = 0

~y~x ~y~x
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For the y-direction a similar derivation can be made leading to

-r -rtrial A (Ey T.) A l/xyEy
~Yn+l = ~Yn+l - t..J.'Yy (1- ) +X y - t..J.'YX(l_ ) = 0

~y~x ~y~x

(4.8)

Now two equations ((4.7) and (4.8)) are available from which an explicit expression for the two
unknowns .6.'Yx and .6.'Yy can be achieved. We can write

DFtrial _ BFtrial
Xn+l Yn+l

AD-BC
AFtrial _ CFtrial

Yn+l Xn+l

AD-BC

(4.9)

(4.10)

were some new constants are introduced

A

B

C

D

(
Ex + J( )

l-lIxy llyx X

(
IIxyEx )

l- lIxyllyx

(
lIyxEy )

l- lIxyllyx

(
Ey + J( )

l- lIxyllyx Y

(4.11)

In case of an orthotropic behaviour of the sheet metal, Band C coincide. For the xy-direction
we can write

Defining

results in

with

100XYn+ll- (O"xyO + J(xy'f}XYn+l)

10"~i:111- .6.'YxyGxy - (O"xyO + J(xy'f}XYn) - J(xy('f}XYn+l - 'f}XYn)

:F;;~a11 - .6.'Yxy(Gxy + J(xy) (4.12)

where

From (4.12) it follows

Ftrial
A'V _ XYn+l

t..J./xy -
Gxy + J(xy
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The return mapping algorithm now looks like

1. Compute the total strain from the given strain increment

tXn+l = tXn + .6.tx, tYn+1 = tYn + .6.ty, tXYn+l = tXYn + .6.txY

2. Compute the elastic trial stress and test for plastic loading

Ex

(1 - VxyVyx ) (€Xn+l

vyxEy (
(1 - vxYVYx ) tXn+l

(J"trial
XYn+l

;:trial
X n+l

Ftrial
XYn+l

(ixy(tXYn+l - t~Yn)

I trial I ( + J( ) Ftrial(J"Xn+l - (J"xO x1]xn , Yn+l =

1(J";;::~11- ((J"xyO + J(Xy1]XYn)

IF Ftrial ::; 0 THEN
X n +l

elastic step:
ELSE

set (e) = (e)trial A"I 0Xn+l Xn+l' ~ IX =

set (e) - (e)trial A 0
Yn+l - Yn+l ' ~'Y =

plastic step:
ENDIF
IF Ftrial < 0 THEN

Yn+l -
elastic step:

ELSE

.6.,x =
DFtrial _BFtrial

xn+l Yn+l
AD-BC

plastic step:
ENDIF
IF Ftrial ::; 0 THEN

XYn+l
elastic step:

ELSE

plastic step:

AFtrial _CFtrial
.6."I

y
= Yn+l xn+l

I AD-BC

t ( ) - ( )trialse e XYn+l - e XYn+l' .6.,XY = 0

ENDIF
3. Update variables

(J"trial _ .6.,x [ Ex ] sign((J"trial) -.6., [ vxyEx ] sign((J"trial)
Xn+l (1 - VxYVyx ) Xn+l Y (1 - vxYVYx ) Yn+l

(J"trial -.6., [ vyxEy ] sign((J"trial) -.6., [ Ex ] sign((J"trial)
Yn+l x (1 _ vxyVYx ) Xn+l y (1 - vxyVYx ) Yn+l

(J"trial -.6."1 (i sign((J"trial )
XYn+l IXY xy XYn+l

t~n + .6.'xsign((J";;:~~), t~n+l = t~n + .6.,ysign((J"~:~~)

+ A • (trial)
tXYn ~,xySlgn O"XYn+l

1]xn + .6.,x, 1]YnH = 1]Yn + .6.,y, 1]XYn+l = 1]XYn + .6.'xy
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4.3 Determination of the algorithmic elastoplastic matrix

During the iterative solution procedure in the FEM analysis, the algorithmic consistent elasto
plastic tensor has to be known for every iteration. For the plane stress situation the matrix
representation of this tensor with respect to the earlier introduced coordinate system can be
written as

r oax oax 0 1OE", CJ€;"
c= loay ~ 0 jOEx OEy

0 0 oaxy
OExy

In general the components of this matrix are found by numerically differentiating the stress
components to the strain components. Because of the assumed linear hardening behaviour
it is possible to derive an exact algebraic expression for this components, which is of course
favourable with respect to the CPU time. Making use of the previous used nomenclature,
explicit expressions of the matrix components for the new increment (n+l) for the elastoplastic
behaviour are consecutively derived.

Making use of

8atrial
Xn+l

8Exn+1

8trial 8( A) E
~_ uix x

8Exn+1 8EXn+1 (1 - VxyVyx )

8 [.6. vxyEx]
iy (l-vxyvyx)

8Exn+1

8( .6.iy) vxyEx

8Exn+1 (1 - VXyVyx )

8(atrial )
Xn+l

finally results in

D 8(:F!.rial) B 8(:F!.rial)
--:-:::----:=-:-:- _.".-_xn:.:..+!....:l,--- Yn+ 1

AD - BC 8EXn+ 1 AD - BC 8EXn+ 1

D 8(atrial ) B 8(atrial)
Xn+l • (trial) Yn+l • (trial)

-A:-"":D=--_--=B=-C=--:8:-"E---:..:.-'-=-sIgn aXn+ 1 - AD _ BC 8 sIgn aYn+ 1
Xn +l EXn+ 1

C 8(Ftrial) A 8(:F!.rial)
Xn +l -r Yn+l

AD - BC 8EXn+ 1 AD - BC 8EXn+ 1

C 8(atrial ) A 8(atrial)
X n +l • ( trial) -r Yn+l • (trial)

AD - BC 8E sIgn aXn+ 1 AD _ BC 8E sIgn aYn+ 1
X n +l .. X n +l

(1- VxyVyx )

VyxEy
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In a similar way we can find

For the shear term we can write

With

it is found

a result which was expected when compared to formula (2.4).

4.4 Discussion on· the new algorithm

hardening behaviour

The algorithm is implemented in the FEM package MARC via a user subroutine. In this routine
all material properties are input. This properties may be computed from the model on micro
level, or may be determined experimentally. At this moment the algorithm can capture a linear
hardening behaviour of the individual (on component level) stress-strain curves.
For the model under consideration the global behaviour would be approximated better with a
quadratic fit. Especially for the transition of the elastic to the plastic region, accuracy can be
increased (see appendix B). An extension ofthe algorithm to capture quadratic hardening offers
no fundamental difficulties. Appendix A contains the return mapping algorithm in question.
However, with respect to computing time, the consequences of quadratic hardening are serious.
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For solving the plastic strains from the (coupled) set of equations an iterative technique has to be
used. Another time consuming activity is formed by the assembly of the consistent elastoplastic
matrix which components have to be computed by numerical differentiation.
A good alternative is an approximation of the hardening behaviour by piecewise linear functions.
The increase in CPU time is relatively small because explicit expressions for computing the
plastic strains and the elastoplastic matrix can be derived. In appendix A it is shown that
the changes in the return mapping algorithm are small and implementation in FEM offers no
difficulties.

non-homogeneous material properties

At short notice the algorithm will be extended to capture non-homogeneous material properties.
That is, all material properties may vary per element. This option is important to increase the
accuracy in calculations on shadow masks. Due to electron optical requirements, the hole width
decreases from the center to the boundaries of the mask. This implies a varying global behaviour
of the macro elements resulting in a set of material parameters per element or group of elements.
Although the necessary input supplied by the user increases, the required computing time will
be hardly affected.

Asymmetrical consistent elastoplastic matrix

When the strain in only one principal direction is plastic, while that in the other principal di
rection remains elastic, the elastoplastic matrix becomes asymmetric (component C1 ,2 # C2,1)'

Because the equation solver within MARC only can handle symmetrical matrices, the algorithm
determines the symmetrical part of the elastoplastic matrix and passes this matrix through the
subroutine. In one of the numerical examples, discussed in chapter 5, it turned out that the
convergence rate of the solution was not affected by removal of the asymmetrical part of the
matrix

Future developments

With the drawing process of shadow masks in mind, two process variables have not been men
tioned so far. First there is the temperature dependency of the constitutive relations. To reduce
the yield stress of the material, the sheet may be heated before or during the drawing process.
However, from experiments it has turned out that the temperature gradients over the sheet are
relatively small. Therefore a uniform temperature over the sheet may be assumed. With this, the
temperature dependency may be accounted for, by simply adapting the isotropic stress-strain
relation of the basic material used in the model on micro level. Now the new global material
parameters, belonging to a certain temperature, can be computed. The return mapping algo
rithm itself needs not to be changed.
A second process variable is the influence of the strain rate on the constitutive relations. Two
questions have to be answered. In the first place the appearing strain rates in the sheet (time
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and place dependent) have to be known. Secondly the sensitivity of the specific shadow mask
material to strain rate changes have to be investigated. Depending on the answers on this ques
tions, implementation of strain rate effects in the algorithm will be more or less complicated.
At the best, the strain rate dependency can be implemented the same way as the previous men
tioned uniform temperature, also just a change of the isotropic stress-strain curve of the basic
material.
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Chapter 5

Numerical examples

5.1 Introduction

In order to test the new algorithm three benchmarks on perforated sheet metal, representive for
a shadow mask, are carried out. The MARC element no. 75 used. This is a four-node multi
layer shell element with global displacements (u,v,w) and rotations (<Px, <Py, <Pz) as degrees of
freedom. Bilinear interpolation is used for the coordinates, displacements and the rotations.
The membrane strains are obtained from the displacement field; the curvature from the rotation
field. With this element bending effects can be taken into account. It exhibits correct behaviour
in the limiting case of thin shells.
Besides the plane stress material parameters the out of plane shear characteristics needs to
be input. All material properties are derived from calculations on micro level as described in
chapter 3. The elastoplastic properties are strongly anisotropic. The hardening behaviour is
approximated by linear fits on computed stress-strain curves (see appendix B). As a simplifi
cation of a real shadow mask, this properties are assumed to be constant over the sheet area.
This because, at this moment, the algorithm only can capture homogeneous properties, that is
only one set of anisotropic material parameters for all elements can be defined.

5.2 Biaxial in plane tension

A square sheet metal is biaxially loaded in its plane by prescribed displacements at the edges.
Because of symmetry only a qual'terof the sheet isriiodelled as shown in fig.· 5:r:Til'sta biaxial
tension stress is applied by prescribed displacements, finally resulting in total strains Ex and Ey

of both 2 %.
To obtain information of the intermediate stress- strain state of the sheet during the loading
process, the 2 % total strains are applied in several increments (in principle it could be applied
in one increment). Because of the linear hardening, convergence within an increment is reached
in one iteration. In fig.C.l and fig.C.2 the stresses ax and ay and the plastic strains E~ and E~

are plotted as a function of the total strain. These values are valid for every integration point on
the sheet. This because of the abcense offriction and the constant (place and time independent)
material properties, resulting in homogeneous stress- and strain fields over the sheet.
Although this. problem not necessarily. needed to be solved by FEM(just applying the return
mapping algorithm to one single material point would be sufficient), the example suits well to
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investigate the correct working of the algorithm implemented in the FEM package.

5.3 Punch-stretch forming of a narrow strip

In this example the developed anisotropic elastoplastic model is used toghether with the contact
algorithm, which is standard available within MARC. The stress- and strain distribution in a
narrow strip is examined. The strip is rigidly clamped while a punch (curved in one direction)
is driven into it.
Figure 5.2 represents the cross section of the strip with the punch in two positions: (1) at the
initial contact of the punch and (2) after a punch displacement of 8. The friction between sheet
and punch is taken into account by a Coulomb model with a constant friction coefficient of O.l.
Because of symmetry only the left half of the strip (25 x 1 shell elements) and punch (25 x 1
riged elements) are modelled. The radius of curvature of the punch is large compared to the
strip thickness, so compared to stretching strains bending strains are of secundary importance.
A plane stress situation is assumed.
Because the strip is almost free to contract in width direction (only friction forces in this di
rection are present), the stresses in y-direction are small and remain far below the yield stress.
In x-direction the stresses become relatively large, plastic deformation takes place. In fig.C.3
the plastic strain E~ is plotted at increasing punch displacement. Because of friction the plastic
strain in the free ligament (not in contact with the punch) increases much faster than the strain
in the strip localized at the center of the punch.
In the computation seven layers through the shell thickness have been chosen. At small punch
displacements, both the stretching and bending stresses are important. As an illustration, the
stresses on the top, middle and bottom of the strip are plotted at a reatively small punch
displacement (see fig.C.4). Due to the automatic mesh generation of strip and punch the co
ordinate system is located such that the top of the strip is defined as the strip side which is
in contact with the punch. As the punch displacement increases, the effect of bending stresses
can be neglected compared to the stretching stresses. The effect of friction is clear. The largest
plastic strains are present in the unsupported ligament (no contact between punch and strip),
while they decrease in the direction of the centre of the punch. Although the plastic strains are
relatively large (max 12 %), no fundamental numerical difficulties with the algorithm were met.
However, the accuracy of the computed stresses and strains may be questionable. This because
the anisotropic elastoplastic algorithm is based on small strains.
The maximum size of the incremental displacement with which the punch can be driven into
the sheet, is rather determined by the contact algorithm than by the elastoplastic algorithm. A
semi-analytical solution of the above described problem can be found in [3]. In this article an
equation is derived from which the strain distribution can be computed in an iterative manner.
The results obtained in this article can't be quantitatively compared with the here computed
numerical results (different geometries and material behaviour). Qualitative, however, a good
resemblance between both methods can be observed.

5.4 Sheet drawing over a double curved punch

This example closely approximates the first part of the drawing process of shadow masks. In
fig.5.3 a schematic cross section of the sheet metal and of the drawing tools of interest are shown.
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The surface contour of the blankholder is an extension of the the punch contour. This means
that when both tools are in their bottom position, the transition between punch surface and
blankholder surface is C2 continuous.
The sheet en drawing tools are implemented in the FEM program as follows. The geometry of
punch and blankholder are read in from an external file. In this way geometrical data already
available for the manufacturing of the drawing tools can be used directly. Both punch and
blankholder are modelled with riged elements. As indicated in fig.5.3 the hole pattern of the
sheet is enclosed by a so called "blind rim", a part of the sheet which contains no holes. The
sheet is clamped on this rim and is modelled with 15 x 11 shell elements with three layers
over the thickness. The mechanical behaviour of the hole pattern is ruled by the anisotropic
elastoplastic constitutive model. For the rim, an isotropic elastoplastic behaviour is assumed.
A Coulomb friction model between sheet and punch is used with a friction coefficient of 0.2.
In the drawing process the following steps can be distinguished.

1. The sheet metal is laid freely on the punch and blankholder,
the blankholder is in its upper position.

2. The sheet is clamped between blankholder and drawing die.
3. Both drawing die and blankholder are moved downwards, until the bottom position is reached.

The sheet is stretched over the punch.

Implementation of these steps is realized in the following way. A schematic illustration is given
in fig.5A. Initially the sheet is flat and only contacts the punch in its center; both punch and
blankholder are in their bottom position (position a). Next the gravity load is applied to the
sheet in a number of increments. Due to its own weight the sheet deforms and contacts the
punch and blankholder on several points (position b). Then the edge of the sheet is lifted in
z-direction via prescribed displacements. When a z-level corresponding to the blankholder in
the upper position is reached, the sheet edge is clamped rigidly, that is all degrees offreedom are
fixed (position c). Now the starting position for the actual stretch forming process is obtained.
The corresponding sheet deformation so far is illustrated in fig.C.5 were the z-displacements of
the sheet with respect to the xy-plane are plotted. In this example it turned out that thus far
no plastic deformations are present.
Next the punch is driven into the sheet and stretching of the sheet takes place. When the punch
has reached its upper position, the analysis is stopped (position d).
As an example the stress and strain distribution over the hole pattern in x-direction, is shown

··-----in ng,G,6 andfig,G,7respectively, Themaximumplastk strain E~islocalizedatsomedistan.ce
of the center of the sheet. This can be explained by the appearing friction between sheet and
punch. In the practice of drawing shadow masks, the plastic strain distribution in x-direction
can be obtained from measurements of the widening of holes. Qualitatively the computed strain
distribution shows good resemblance with the measured one. At this moment a quantitative
comparison between theory and practice cannot be made due to the fact that the material
parameters in the FEM model are taken homogeneous over the entire sheet.
Just like during the stretching of the strip, the contact algorithm determines the allowable
maximum prescribed incremental displacement of the punch. The first part of the drawing
process, the computation starting from the flat sheet up to the free supported situation on
the punch and blankholder, consum~most of the CPU time. Because of the very low bending
stiffness of the sheet, local numericaI instabilities frequently appeared resulting in singularities
in the stiffness matrix. The gravity load has to be applied very carefully in a relatively large
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number of increments. As the membrane stresses in the sheet increase, the magnitude of the
loading increments may increase.
Especially lifting the edge of the sheet until the right z-level is reached caused a lot of numerical
trouble. These difficullties were removed by slightly prestressing the sheet under biaxial tension.
This stresses, in magnitude about 1 % of the stresses imposed by the gravity load, are so small
that the effect on the stress-strain distribution is not worth mentioning. However, the numerical
stability of the process is improved significantly.
During the second part of the drawing process, the actual stretching of the sheet, no numerical
difficulties were met. For this example, an outline of the distribution of the used increments of
each part of the process, is given below.

• applying the gravity load on the flat sheet: 60 increments

• applying the biaxial tension prestress and lifting the edge of the sheet in z-direction: 10
increments

• driving the punch into the sheet and stretch the sheet: 10 increments

The total required CPU time for this example took about one hour on an IBM 9121 machine.
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5.5 Figures

Figure 5.1: Mesh of biaxial loaded sheet with boundary conditions

stretched sheet

lower

Figure 5.2: Schematic cross section of the sheet and punch attwo punch positions
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Drowin':l die.

Shadow mas

Figure 5.3: Schematic cross section of the sheet and drawing tools

~
I

position a: initial position; flat sheet, punch and
blankholder in bottom position

position c: sheet edge is lifted and in end position
clamped

position b: gravity load applied

~•.~~.~-
____ -'- ---- __J~

position d: punch in upper position; stretching is
completed

Figure 5.4: Schematic illustration of the numerical steps in the drawing proces
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Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

A consistent elastoplastic algorithm for sheet metal which is strongly anisotropic is developed.
The algorithm is limited to small strains and is implemented in a user subroutine in the commer
cial FEM package MARC. A practical application is the drawing of shadow masks used in colour
television tubes. The anisotropy, caused by the perforation of the sheet with small rectangular
holes, has such characteristics that the standard anisotropic Hill criterion can't be applied.
Besides the anisotropic elastic material properties, the plastic properties such as yield stresses
and approximations of hardening curves are part of the model input. A FEM mesh, representa
tive for the hole pattern of the shadow mask, is used to determine the above mentioned material
parameters. The elastoplastic material properties of the elements within this mesh are assumed
to be isotropic. In this way changes on microscopic level (e.g. changes in hole geometry or
changes in the isotropic material properties) are translated into a new set of macroscopic mate
rial parameters which in turn can be used in the computations with the new algorithm.
Experience with three benchmarks showed the algorithm to perform satisfactorily. Some exten
sions of the algorithm are planned at short notice. At this moment the implementation of the
hardening behaviour within the algorithm is simply linear. It is shown that an extension to a
quadratic approximation offers no fundamental difficulties, however, the increase in CPU time
is serious. An alternative extension of the algorithm is formed by a piecewise linear hardening
approximation. Just as for the simply linear approximation, explicit formulae for the unknown
plastic strains and components for the elastoplastic matrix can be achieved. The extension is
relatively simple to implement and the required CPU time is hardly affected.

.. .... -Another extension of the algorithm which will be implemented shortly,isthe.p.ossibility to cape
ture non homogeneous material properties. This question arises because of the variable hole
position and hole geometry over the shadow mask. This will result in macroscopic material
parameters which may be different per element or group of elements.
The necessity to bring in strain rate dependency into the algorithm, is at this moment ques
tionable. When the strain rate differences over the mask are small, the variation in time is
small and the sensitivity of the material for strain rate variations is small and the extension is
not necessary. The isotropic material parameters than can be based on the mean strain rate
appearing during the process.
The algorithm is developed with the drawing process of shadow masks in mind. In this process
the biaxial stress state is dominating while shear stresses are of relatively small importance.
Although theehtstoplastic rela:tions between sheafstfain and sheaTstress are illCllided ill the
algorithm, it is assumed that the momentary yield surface of any material point of the sheet is
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not affected by the shear components
The first part of simulating the drawing of a shadow mask (positioning the mask freely on the
drawing tools followed by the stretching process) has been carried out succesfully. The accuracy
may be improved by the above mentioned extensions of the algorithm.
At this moment little experimental validation of the model has been carried out. However,
the tendency in stress- and strain distributions in the benchmarks which has been carried out,
inspires confidence. At this moment the equipment to perform biaxial tension tests is being
developed. With this the FEM model on micro level can be validated.
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Appendix A

Return mapping algorithm for
quadratic and piecewise linear
hardening approximation

A.I Quadratic hardening approximation

In conformity with chapter 4, using the same nomenclature, the following formulaes can be
derived. For the yield functions we can write

F x = 100xl- [O"xo + Kx'fJx +L x ('fJx)2]

F y = 100yl- [O"yO + Ky'fJy + L y ('fJy)2]

F xy = 100xyl- [O"XYO +Kxy'fJxy +L Xy ('fJXy)2]

Compared with the linear hardening approximation, now two constants for each stress-strain
direction have to be solved by fitting. For the x-direction we can write

Ftrial =
X n +l

Substituting (A.2) in (A.I) results in a quadratic equation with unknowns 'fJx n+l and 'fJYn+l

(A. I)

(A.2)

(A.3)
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For the y-direction a similar derivation can be made leading to

( ) 2 (Ey ) vyxEx
-L y 'f/Yn+l - (1- v v ) +J(y 'f/Yn+l - (1- v v )'f/Xn+l

xy yx xy yx

-rtrial (Ey K ) L ()2 VyxEy
+JYn+l + (1 _ ) + y 'f/Yn + y 'f/Yn + (1 _ ) 'f/xn = 0

~y~x ~y~x

(AA)

With the introduction of some new constants, equation (A.3) and (AA) can be written as

Al ('f/xn+J: + B I 'f/xn+l + CI 'f/Yn+l - D I : 0 }
A2 ('f/Yn+l) +B2'f/Yn+l +C2'f/xn+l - D 2 - 0

(A.5)

here

Al

BI

CI

DI

A2

B2

C2

D2 =

(1 - vxYVYx )

Ftrial (Ey K ) L ()2 VxyEy
Yn+l + (1 _ VxyVyx ) + y 'f/Yn + Y 'f/Yn + (1- VxyVyx ) 'f/xn

The coupled set (A.5) can be solved for 'f/xn+l and 'f/Yn+l using standard techniques.
For the xy-direction we can write

(A.6)

With

F = 100~i:~11- [O"xyo + Kxy'f/XYn + L xy ('f/xYn )2]

it can be found

Ftrial G ( )
XYn+l - xy 'f/XYn+l - 'f/XYn

--Kxy ('f/XYn+l + 'f/XYn) - L xy [('f/xYn+1 )2 - ('f/xYn )2] = 0 (A.7)

resulting in a quadratic expression in the unknown 'f/XYn+l

L xy ('f/XYn+l)2-t(](XY + G xy )'f/XYn+l +L xy ('f/~y~?-+(Kxy+ GXY)~XYn - F;~~a11 = 0
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A.2 Piecewise linear hardening approximation

/:),.'X =

The stress-strain curves can be approximated by piecewise linear line segments. As an example
the approximation in x-direction is shown in fig. A.l. The slope of the segments is denoted by
the constants Klx , K2x ... Knx while the strains at the transition points of the segments are
given by SIx, S2x ... Snx . Compared to the linear hardening model described in chapter 4, an
extra complication is formed by the transition from one line segment to another. As an example

,--,
Of

~
:z
L..-..I

"\D

,., b;Vl h2...<>I
L.

-J.J .

Ul

i OXo
I
I f{Jtn+-1

I

I
I
I
I

Six Six.- plas.!::c shain 7~ [-]

Figure A.l: Piecewise linear hardening approxmimation in x-direction

a strain increment is considered of ("lxn+l - "lxn) as shown in fig. A.I. Using the same notations
as used in chapter 4 we can write

with

Ftrial = IO'triall_ (a +Kl SI + K2 (71 - SI ) (A.S)
Xn+l Xn+l XQ x x X "rXn x

Using a similar derivation for the other directions we find the formulae for linear hardening

DFtrial _ BFtrial
Xn+l Yn+l

AD-Be
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D.ixy

here some new constants have been introduced

A

B

C

D

(
Ex + K. )l-lIxy llyx X

( lI-yE- \

~ 1 ~Xy:yx)

(
lIyxEy )

l- lIxyllyx

(
Ey + K. )

l- lIx y llyx Y

(A.9)

The difference with (4.11) is that in the constants A and D the current slope (the slope on
increment n+l denoted with K.) of the line segments has to be substituted. Further the
definitions of the trial yield surfaces have been changed as can be seen e.g. in equation (A.8).
Explicit expressions for D./x , D./y and D./xy have been achieved resulting in short computing
time. For the derivation of the components of the elastoplastic matrix, the formulae of section
4.4 can be used directly, provided that the current slopes of the line segments are substituted.
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Appendix B

Determination of global material
parameters

In this appendix the global material parameters have been computed using the mesh of fig.3.2.
The elastoplastic behaviour of the basic material (the properties of the elements used in the
model) is assumed to be isotropic and is shown in fig.B.lo T~e "x" marks in the figure corre-
sponds to experimentally determined data. .
The global stress- strain relations for the individual components are given in the figures B.2 ... B .6.
The corresponding material parameters are denoted in the figures. The "x" marks in the figures
corresponds to the computed points.

145000 N/mm2
800 N/mm2
0.0156
260 N/mm2
0.27

.--1!1....... total strain [-]

Figure B.1: Ludwig-Nadai fit of basic material using experimental data
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Figure B.2: Stress-strain relation in x-direction'
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Figure B.3: Stress-strain relation in y-direction
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Gxy = 4832 N/mm2

Kxy = 98 N/mm2

6'x~o = 9 N/mm2
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Figure B.4: Stress-strain relation in xy-direction
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Figure B.5: Stress-strain relation in yz-direction
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Figure B.6: Stress-strain relation in zx-direction
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Appendix C

N urnerical examples: Figures
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~.

Biaxial tension: ux=uy
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Figure C.l: Stresses as a function of the total strain
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Figure C.2: Plastic strains as a function of the total strain
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